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Nader to be
first teach-in
series guest

Trustees to study
fee waiver policies
By Daneene Fry
News Editor
The Board of Trustees voted at its
quarterly meeting Friday to study further the University fee waiver policy
before conforming with the Ohio Board of
Regents' Guidelines on Fee Waivers.
"We ought to study and discover all
the ramifications there might be in
complying with these guidelines," said
Donald G. Simmons, chairman of the
board.
The action came as a result of a
statement by Greg Thatch, student body
president, that there were "serious flaws
in the regents' plan for student fee
waivers."
Included in the regents' guidelines
are the elimination of fee waivers
currently provided to University staff
dependents, and substitution of
scholarships and grants-in-aid for
waivers in certain areas, including
athletics, students "of outstanding
academic promise" and students in need
of financial assistance.
Thatch said the Educational Opportunity Grants, which would be substituted for the current fee waiver policy,
are based on tuition costs of the individual institutions, and students
enrolled in state institutions would be
seriously affected by Uie quidelines.
"Students get more money if they go
to a private institution because the
tuition costs are higher," said Dr. James
G Bond, vice president of student affairs.
Dr. Bond said the program under
consideration wi.uld not provide funding
beyond the freshman year.
"Upperclassmen here on our own
loan program are going to suffer after
the freshman year," said Dr. Bond.
He said the University would have
to find a way to help these students
financially after their freshman year.
President William T. Jerome III
stressed the Board of Trustees was
complying with most of the guidelines
described by the Board of Regents, but
wanted to consider more fully two of
them.
He said the two were the elimination
of fee waivers to students "of outstanding
academic promise" and those in need of
financial aid.
In other action, the trustees approved five amendments to the
University Faculty Charter, but referred
the proposal concerning charter
amendment back to the Faculty Senate
for further study.
The board also reaffirmed the
validity of the charter. "There was no
probationary period," said Anita Ward ,
member of the Board. "This is not a
tenative document. It is a working
document."
The trustees directed President
Jerome to review current salaries on the
administrative level.
"The most telling and significant
problem is many universities do not have
significant and working tables of administrative salaries," said President
Jerome. He said the pressures and
requirements of administrative positions
are sometimes difficult to evaluate in

terms of money.
"I do hope at some approximate
time, perhaps next year, we could again
become a leader in administrative
salaries and position," said President
Jerome.
Dr.Bond reported he hoped the new
Student Code would be prepaid for
presentation to the Board at its meeting
in May.
"Several years ago, the University
was in a state where there was a variety
of rules in different offices," said Dr.
Bond. "The Student Code will be a very
nice model document before we're
through with it."
Dr. Bond said he hoped the new code
could be readied and approved for implementation for fall quarter, 1970.
The Board also approved the
University calendar for the
1970-71
academic year.
According to this
calendar, classes will begin Sept. 23
rather than Sept. 30 as had been
previously scheduled.
A modified sabbatical leave program
for faculty members, to be determined
by the availability of funds, was also
approved.
"I think this is a fine thing to do if we
can," said President Jerome. "As you
become a larger University, you have to
do these things."
A screening committee, under the
direction of the President's Advisory
Council, will make recommendations
concerning persons to benefit from the
program. Mrs. Ward said three students
would be seated on the screening committee.
President Jerome also told the Board
the University Computational Center
was making rapid progress toward the
goal of responsibility accounting.
He said the reorganization of the
Center was almost completed and the
Center was attempting to better meet the
needs of the University community.
Construction of new facilities was
also discussed at the meeting. According
to reports, the Centrex Building is near
completion, and the construction of the
twin-tower additions to McDonald
Quadrangle was begun last month.
The currently planned Industrial
Technology Building is scheduled for use
in the fall, 1972, and the proposed
Business Administration Building is in
the planning stages.
The Board of Trustees also talked
about the alleged printing of obscenities
in the BG News. Chairman Simmons
said the use of "four-letter words" in the
campus publication may hurt the
University financially.
He said several alumni have voiced
concern to him and have said they will
not make contributions to the University
"unless the situation is cleaned up."
President Jerome said that no action
had been taken to date. He mentioned
the possibility of discontinuation of
student fees to the newspaper would
force the paper to resort to subscriptions
and would make the paper dependent
upon advertising.
He added the paper would then be
forced to face the problem of pleasing its
readers.

Nr. . photo by Mlk. Acloi

AN UNUSUAL LOOK at the sculpture on the ground floor
of the Education Building Is offered In this photo, made
with a fisheye lens in the camera. If the view seems a little

Send note to Laos leader

Rebels offer cease-fire
VIENTIANE, Laos (AP) - The Pathet
1-ao has proposed a cease-fire in the
Laotian civil war and talks among all
political parties to establish
a
provisional coalition government that
would operate in a demilitarized zone.
The proposals, coming after a successful Pathet I,ao-North Vietnamese
drive across the strategic Plain of Jars,
was greeted by U.S. diplomats in
Vientiane yesterday as "very interesting."
The royal l.aouan government of
Prince Souvanna Phouma, the premier,
said it would exchange diplomatic
messages on the proposals with the
Pathet
Lao
leader,
Prince
Souphanouvong, Souvanna's halfbrother.
A broadcast dispatch of the North
Vietnamese News Agency from Hanoi
yesterday said Souphanouvong sent this
message to Souvanna:
"In face of the grave situation created
in our country by the escalation of the
U.S. war of aggression, and always
prompted by the same good will to find a
peaceful settlement of the Lao problem,
the IJO patriotic Front has just put
forward a five-point solution. In that
spirR, I have the intention to send to
Vientiane at the earliest date possible a
messenger carrying a letter to you on my
part,
"I would like your highness to let me
know his views in this connection so that

N. Yiets suffer effects of war
By Daniel DeLuce
Associated Press Writer
In the Red River delta, North Vietnamese swarm like ants
up the sloping dikes, hauling chunks of clay, laying the chunks
higher, to hold off the dangerous floods of the coming monsoon
season.
The delta is the nation's rice bowl - and it's not big enough.
A burst dike could destroy food for thousands.
Clearly, top priority has been given to preserving and increasing the food supply of North Vietnam, an agrarian nation
which has had food problems that required foreign economic
aid.
An 18-day escorted tour leaves these other impressions
about the economy of the North:
They are not rebuilding the towns destroyed in four years
by American bombing. Why? "Bombs may come again." Also,
unessential projects are being left for later so that the country's thin resources can be concentrated on such things as food
and communications.
-Cargo bikes, reported in many places by visitors while the
bombing was still going on, are not visible now. Instead, trucks
of East German, Russian and Chinese manufacture roll on
roads, some newly paved and smooth, many still cratered
from bombing.
-The life of the North Vietnamese is unmistakably austere,
a condition they explain to themselves and to visitors as the
price they are willing to pay to support the national "defense"
effort or a long time.
A 400-mile drive south from Hanoi to the demilitarized zone,
in the company of four escorts, tells much despite the
limitations on what one can see and hear.
Three hundred miles out of Hanoi is Quang Binh, the

distorted, remember it was made that way on, uh. porpoise.

Robert W. Stein, junior (Ed.),
chairman of the April 22 Environmental
Teach-in Committee, announced
yesterday that Ralph Nader would be the
kick-off speaker for the teach-in on April
1.
Nader, an independent consumer
lobbyist, has gained national prominence
in recent years for his attacks on the
automobile industry's operational safety
standards.
Stein said that Nader is scheduled to
give an afternoon address April 1 and
that there hopefully would be time for
student questions afterward
The committee is still negotiating to
supply other speakers ami programming
for the proposed 22-day teach-in Stein
reported but added that response has
been slow.
He said that teach-in buttons are
available free at the Student Activities
Office in the Student Services Building.
A poster contest with a $75 prize for
the winner, has also been initiated and is
being sponsored by the Parent's Club.
Those ink-rested are required to work in
groups of three, SU-in said.
The deadline for submitting posters
will be April 8, according to Sk-in, Entries will be accepted at the Campus
l"ublications Office in the Administration
Building.

nation's most heavily bombed province. Roads to Dong Hoi,
the capital of the province, are spine-jolting nightmares for
motor traffic.
There is no railway. Dong Hoi itself is in ruins.
Out of straw-hut barracks, carrying the nation's colors,
labor companies of young girls march to road and bridge
repair sites.
One company squats beside the road, breaking rock into
gravel with sledge hammers. Another hauls sand in baskets
slung from bamboo poles. The girls wear conical straw hats
They wrap nose and mouth with white scarves as protection
against the red dust churned by passing trucks.
They start work in the cool, misty morning. They rest at
midday. They work late, stopping after dark.
During 18 days in North Vietnam, I saw scarcely anybody
loafing.
North Vietnam's economy is under strict government
management, life is austere, and the requirements for a long
war effort get top priority.
By signs, slogans, songs, speeches, the Vietnam Workers
party urges the home front to continue totally mobilized. Its
emblem, the hammer and sickle, appears on many roadside
signs.
Party and government say the fight to increase production
is as important as bearing arms in the nation's defense.
In a thousand miles of road travel, I saw three coal mines
and a cement factory. They were bombed in 1966, according to
U.S. military communiques, and still show it with fallen
concrete beams and broken walls. But they're producing now.
It is doubtful, however, that the nation's industrial output
is anywhere near normal. More than a million tons of bombs
fell on North Vietnam. If there is full industrial recovery in the
next 10 years, it will be comparable to West Germany's
"economic miracle."

eventual necessary arrangements may
be made in good time."
The five point's broadcast earlier by
Radio Hanoi:
-A standfast cease-fire.
-A conference of all political parties
on establishment of a provisional
coalition government •
-A demilitarized zone where the
political conference and the coalition
government would function.
-A pledge by each party to refrain
from ri^risals against those who
collaborated with another party.
-A halt to U.S. "intervention and
aggression" in Laos.
Radio Hanoi broadcast a Pathet Lao
peace proposal on Friday but diplomats
regarded it as nothing new. However,
more complete versions became
available here yesterday.
An aide to Souvanna said the
government had received the message

from Souphanouvong. Souvanna replied,
the aide said, by saying: "We will be glad
to receive the message."
In addition to the five points, the
proposals in the Hanoi version called also
for the withdrawal of royal Umtian
forces from all areas it claims are
"illegally occupied," resettlement of
persons forcibly removed from their
homes and payment of compensation to
them.
American sources who found the
proposals "interesting" said they were in
favor of l.uitiaiis settling their problems
themselves.
"This is the first explicit detailed
scenario for negotiations," one Western
diplomat commented. "This could be the
beginning of something on their side."
But another diplomat said: "We're
interested to see what the North Vietnamese reaction is to this."
A statement from the North Viet-

namese government through its official
news agency later yesterday voiced
support for the Pathet Lao proposals.
"The five points of this political
solution are very logical and
reasonable," the statement said. "They
meet the Lao people's cherished
aspirations and are fully consonant with
the interests of peace and security in
Indochina and .•' .utheast Asia."
Indochina is the peninsula on which
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia are
situated.
Asked if the proposals appeared
genuine, a diplomat replied: "There is a
way to tell soon. This is the first
statement of this kind. If they mean what
they say they'll be referring to it some
more."
The diplomats described themselves
as not quite certain what the statement
meant by a new provisional coalition
government.

Indians maintain right to claim
Army post under 1865 act
SEATTLE (AP) - A band of American
Indians vowed yesterday to continue
efforts to take over part of an Army post
which they claim under an 1865 treaty.
Their attempts to occupy the land Sunday resulted in arrests of 86 persons,
including actress Jane Fonda.
Indian spokesmen said their claim to
Ft. Lawton is based on the same right to
surplus government lands invoked by
California Indians who have occupied
Alcatraz Island in San Francisco Bay for
nearly four months.

backing of the Alcatraz take-over.
Eight Indians said after the day-long
demonstration Sunday they had been
beaten and clubbed by military

policemen in a cell at the Ft. lawton
stockade. Satiacum said an attorney was
studying possible legal action against
what he called "goon-type tactics."

Miss Fonda and 85 Indians were
arrested in demonstrations Sunday at Ft.
Lawton and Ft. Irw is. 35 miles south of
here. All were released without charge.
"Indians of the North American
continent are going to end up united in
this movement." said Peter Francis, a
Seattle attorney for one of the Indians
arrested.
Representing many tribes, the Indians said an 1865 treaty gives them the
right to lands such as Alcatraz and Ft.
Lawton which the government declares
surplus.
The Defense Department plans to
declare part of Ft. i«iwton surplus
property next month. The Indians said
they want to use the scenic point of land
which juts into Puget Sound for a center
for native American studies, an Indian
university and a center of Indian ecology.
Robert Satiacum, a Puyallup Indian
from Tacoma and a spokesman for the
group, told a news conference yesterday
the Indians had asked President Nixon to
appoint an "agent" to whom they could
talk. He said the Indians would picket the
post "until we get an audience with the
agent."
Satiacum said the group had asked for
Miss Fonda's support because of her

I WlropKoto

CHICAGO SEVEN defense lawyer William Kunstier returns the clenched
fist salute of students In an appearance last week at the State University
of New York In Albany. Kunstler told some 5,000 students who turned out
to hear him speak that the next step for the United States Is rebellion.
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the University's mission

time to study
In an apparent move to ease the lot of the University
graduate student. Faculty Senate will soon receive an ad
hoc committee's recommendation to require no more than
20 hours a week from a grad in the preparation and conducting of his classroom instruction.
The graduate student's major emphasis, it was seen,
was to continue with his own education. We agree.
A certain amount of time must be spent by graduate
students in the classroom, obviously, but it's about time
the University recognized that they are students, too.
Allowing them more time to concentrate on their studies
will give some professors less of an opportunity to use
them as scapegoats for the time they refuse to spend in
classes themselves.

sticky situation
Tankers dumping dirty ballast are believed responsible
for the oil which has fouled l.OOOmiles of Alaskan coastline
and killed much of the area's wildlife.
This is getting to be an old story. Due to the ineptness of
man in handling this business, oil slicks have been
unleashed on the coasts of England, France, the United
States and other countries as well.
Drilling operations off the coast of Santa Barbara,
California have periodically spilled oil into surrounding
waters and have caused extensive, expensive damage to
beaches and the sea life.
When questioned about the possibility of stopping the
drilling, Secretary of the Interior Walter Hickel replied
that existing contracts must be honored. This is a weak
excuse for sanctioning operations which destroy some
natural resources in order to extract another resource.
Besides drilling operations, huge oil tankers breaking
up or springing leaks on the seas are the other ma|or offenders. The coasts of England and France have both been
fouled when oil tankers have split open and dumped
thousands of gallons of crude oil into the water.
A bird lying on a beach covered with oil is not a pretty
site, but this scene repeats itself all over the world with no
apparent end in sight.
What can be done?
Perhaps limit the size of oil tankers. A smaller oil
tanker would be less susceptable to the stresses of heavy
seas, and if it did develop a leak, much less oil would endanger the immediate environment.
Off shore drilling operations should be carefully controlled, and should be prohibited or disbanded If there is
evident danger of oil leakage.
These restrictions would be a small price to pay to
insure a more responsible use of the world's limited supply
of natural resources, and all countries should cooperate in
helping to solve an international concern.

opinion

operation Pentagon
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By Glenn Waggoner
Asst. Editorial Editor
When one thinks of a march on the
Pentagon, the first image conjured up is
probably a picture of thousands of flower
children glaring love and peace at an
embattled, weak-kneed but determined
line of national guardsmen.
This is the general format of the
typical "get the hell out of Vietnam
protest that, thanks to television, the
public has come to know so well.
But if these protesters would be
willing to sacrifice a little publicity, there
is a much better way to penetrate the
vaunted defense establishment.
I -ist week, on a Sunday afternoon to
be exact, I made a one-man march on the
Pentagon. I planned to do little more than
maybe thumb my nose at the home of the
military machine.
But in retrospect, this march had
limitless possibilities as a tool of subversion had I been anything but a token
revolutionary wearing a peace button.
First of all, there's hardly anyone
around on a Sunday except a few guards
there to make sure nobody pulls
everyone out of Vietnam while the brass
are away.
When they saw me walking up the
drive, did they call for reinforcements or
set up barricades? Hell, no. They
probably said, "I.ook at that idiot with
the instamatic." (It could have been a
hand grenade for all they knew).
Had I been bent on destruction, my
first goal would have already been
achieved-I was marked off by the guards
as another harmless, gawking tourist.
Although the Pentagon looks forboding, on a Sunday at least, it's nothing
but a hulk of empty masonry, and a
poorly guarded one at that.
Singlenandedly, I had the chance to
paralyze our defense establishment.
That is, if letting the air out of the tires of
14 trucks and four cars parked by the
loading dock would be a heavy enough
blow.
Even more damaging, had a can of
paint been available there was limitless
opportunity to scrawl "pigs," "fascists,"
"baby killers" or anything else for that
matter on the sides of the building.
But the ultimate opportunity for
sabotage and protest was passed up. I
found an unlocked doo' and I didn't go
inside. Any self-respecting radical would
have shouted with glee and charged
inside, spilling sand from ashtrays,
draining inkwells, and using any other
such device designed to destroy the
military-industrial complex at its roots.
Windows were in there just waiting to
be broken. Walls stood begging for

WHERE THE HELLS MY BIG STATEMENT ABOUT REMOVING KOOKS FROM THE
FRONT PAGE?'

painted slogans. Waste-baskets cried to
be dumped on the floor.
Uui having had the chance to do
something really concrete for the protest
movement, I walked on by, whistling and
admiring the shrubbery. Curse my
cowardice.
Although my token liberalism was
exposed for the shallow farce that it is,
you died-in-the-wool revolutionaries out
there can take a lesson from my experience.
Don't march with a flower and several
thousand other people. They'll have a
reception waiting for you.
Instead, march with an instamatic
camera and a stupid smile.
It'll get you places that flowers, long
hair and love beads won't.
I enjoyed the scouting expedition,
even though I left the Pentagon undamaged. That's the job for you real
protestors, wherever you are. I'll loan
you my camera.

By Bernard Sternsher
Faculty Column
The BG News of Feb. 10, quotes Mr. J.
Edward Nye's citation of a passage in the
Commission to Study the Mission of the
University "White Paper," a passage
stating that creativity at BGSU is most
needed in the area of teaching.
Since BGSU has not been known for its
faculty's scholarship, the statement in
the "White Paper" might have said
something like this: "We have not been
sufficiently creative either in scholarship
or in teaching, and we have decided that
we should concentrate on overcoming the
latter deficiency."
In practical terms, the
implementation of the "White Paper's"
proposal in accordance with the view
implied in the passage in question would
be self-defeating.
If a university hires twenty publishing
teacher-scholars, it will acquire the
services of a greater number of creative
and effective teachers than it will
acquire by hiring twenty non-publishing
teachers. Moreover,to refer to a
"teaching
institution
of
higher
education," a phrase used in a summation of the "White Paper" presented
at a faculty meeting in the fall, is to
employ a self-contradictory designation.
Historically, in any event, universities
have had two main functions: (1) to pass
on what we know; (2) to add to human
knowledge. Nye seems to neglect the
second function, as well as its relationship to the first, in commenting on "the
real purpose of their profession."
One can be a very good, although not a
great, teacher without writing books, but
to be a very good teacher one must read
some books. There is always the danger
that the teacher who does not write will
also
stop
reading-a
common
phenomenon, as several tours of golf
courses, theaters, backyards, and other
recreational areas in any university
community will attest.
If there were no new scholarly
publications, there would be nothing new
for the "dedicated teachers" to teach.
Even so, the "dedicated teacher" can
end up in a state not readily foreseeable
in the early stages of his career, continually experimenting with a comparatively limited body of material, so
that ten or fifteen or twenty years of new
findings and interpretations pass him by.
One can often present absurd (usually
outdated) propositions to students
without being challenged. This has
nothing to do with the students' capacity-they simply have not lived long enough
to read enough to acquire a high degree
of sophistication in various intellectual

disciplines.
A teacher-scholar's publishing-and I
say "publishing" because unpublished
research is frequently incomplete
research-will benefit his students in at
least three ways: (1) it will sharpen the
teacher-scholar's intellectual processes;
(2) it will enable him to keep his mind on
his work: teaching and scholarship; (3)
it will enhance the reputation of the institution from which the student will
receive his degree.
There Is no reason why a publishing
learner-scholar cannot have good ripport with his students. My experience hat
been that there are more pompous astes
among "dedicated teachers" than
among accomplished teacber-tcholara
who relax with their national
reputation*
Rapport with students and frequent
conversations with them are all to the
good, but they have limitations. Exchanges over coffee unaccompanied by
scholarship can produce mutualadmiration clubs whose members are in
agreement and wind up repeating
themselves.
Finally, this is a narrow view of
teaching which fails to recognize that the
classroom and bull sessions are only two
among many ways of teaching. My anthology on "The New Deal: Doctrines
and Democracy," which embodies a new
view of its subject, has sold about 7,500
copies in colleges and universities from
coast to coast.
I should have to teach a lot of classes
for a lot of years to present my ideas to
7,500 students. The same holds for articles and monographs with limited
circulation which have something important to say; their content, through
specialists and their students who
become teachers, eventually gains
widespread circulation down to the
textbook level. Anyone who thinks the
direct financial returns are sufficient
motivation for publishing research
findings is mistaken.
I am sympathetic toward many of the
now
generation's
criticisms
of
inequitable and irrational aspects of
American life—including those found in
universities-but I deplore their antiintellectualism and their desire, as the
economist Paul Samuelson puts it, to
change universities back into finishing
schools.
We shall not attack society's ills very
effectively by thinking with our hips. If
one thinks so, I assume he will, upon
suffering an attack of appendicitis, have
the necessary operation performed by a
pre-med student.

news Lerrers
evaluations
Since the article concerning the
publishing of the professor-course
evaluation appeared in the News, I have
received several telephone calls from
Faculty members, giving warnings and
asking questions about such a
publication.
The questions ran from : "Is 40 per
cent really representative of student
opinion?" to, "Is the reason for
publishing now just to save the
credibility of Student Government?"
My answers to those and other
questions can probably best be summed
up by saying that I really can't say
whether or not this 40 per cent return will
be representative of the student opinion.
What I will say, however, is that the 40
per cent does represent student opinion.
This first run was dependent on student
willingness and desire to have an
evaluation.
As we have discovered by conducting
the evaluation during registration, this
was probably not the optimal time. This
is not saying, though, that some undergraduate students were denied a
chance to participate in the evaluation.
Every student who registered had ample
opportunity
to
participate.
Even though the conditions were
somewhat hard to operate under, the PCE Committee has always been willing to
make special provisions, so that every
student would have an equal chance to
evaluate his courses and professors.
The reasons that we are planning to
publish the results are manyfold, and not
Just to save the credibility of student
government. For, in my perception,
student government, as it presently
exists, is here to serve the students and
the University Community as a whole.
We are planning on publishing the
results in the format of a directory to
courses and instructors. We feel that the
students need such a guide now. All too
often students register for courses
without being acquainted with any of the
faculty members who are teaching the
courses that they need and desire. This
prohibits the student from signing up for
the instructor who best fits his needs and
expectations.
Thus, to try to turn out a booklet to
serve the students in the most effective
way possible with the means used, we
will be opening up the evaluation again

between now and the end of the quarter
and we will be running cross checks
through each department, to establish
random points of comparison between
the previous responses at registration
and those of a hopefully larger percentage through the class rooms.
If there are further questions or

suggestions concerning the evaluation,
please feel free to direct them to me in
writing, at 405c, Student Services
Building.
Roger Coate
Student Vice President
Academic Affairs

White Paper's defense
"The absurd is that gap between a certain fact and a certain reality." Albert
Camus.
As a former member of the Commission on the Mission, I would like to give
my reaction to the News article of March 5th in which some of the members of
the Academic Council presented their opinions of the White Paper.
The gist of the opinion expressed is the following: 1) The rhetoric of the
paper was vague; 2) creativity is very hard to define and that it is even harder
to apply this concept to everyday situations; and, 3) the mission of the
University cannot be defined in one word-creativity.
True, for some persons with a poor understanding of the English language
and a low ability to use their intellect, the White Paper is frequently hard to
understand. The rhetorical style of the paper can be reduced to less complex
forms so that everyone should be able to understand the content of the paper.
The committee spent a significant proportion of its discussion time in
defining creativity. I feel that the definition of creativity outlined in the paper is
more than adequate to convey the meaning and importance of the concept of
creativity. Sufficient direction was given to potential readers of the White
Paper such that follow up reading could further illuminate the definition of
creativity as we presented it.
Furthermore, it is apparent that the very lack of creativity is hampering the
application of this concept to everyday situations.
With the exception of human interaction on the individual level, creativity is
the most important factor designating human existence. If be were not
creative, man would not be human. We each create our own lives over and over
again every day. Creation is a never ceasing process. The conscious, collective
ascertation of each individuals' creativity is that force which builds and
sustains viable institutions and societies.
For various complex reasons, the fact of the University is that it has lost
touch with its own creativity; it has lost its ability to consciously create, and
thus affirm, its own humanness. Even to the extent that the manifestations of
creativity at this University are almost nowhere to be seen.
The fact of Bowling Green University is that its members are so
dehumanized that they cannot even grasp the importance of the concept of
creativity, yet alone their own ability to create!
The reality of this University is that each individual here is a creative
human being. The reality of this University is that no matter how many ways
the ''mission'' of the University is defined, they all are foundationed upon the
creativity of the individuals that are BGU. The reality of Bowling Green
University is that unless it begins to reorient itself around and Increased
awareness of its creativity-of its own humanness-it will continue to die and
eventually atrophy as a functional institution of this society.
The gap between the certain fact and the certain reality of this place is too
great to be rationalized-or irrationalixed for that matter.
Bowling Green University is absurd.

Tom Shelley
Beuview.O.
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|T~">,U.S. seeks mandatory
crime test legislation
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon administration asked
Congress yesterday for
legislation to force suspects to
submit to tests such as
fingerprinting and blood
specimens to determine if
they should be charged with
federal crimes.

Atty. Gen. John Mitchell, in
letters to House Speaker John
W. McCormack and Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew,
who presides over the Senate,
said, such a law would provide
"a useful new tool" for the
apprehension of criminals.

'Probable Cause'
It would pertain, Mitchell
said, to persons for whom
there are reasonable grounds
to suspect of committing
crimes even though "probable
cause to arrest is lacking."
Mitchell said it would not
violate the Fifth Amendment

Anfioch Community
gets $3,500 grant
Alloc ial«d Pr.n W„,ph..o

ARCHBISHOP MAKARIOS. president of Cyprus, escaped
Injury Sunday when the helicopter ID which he was riding
came under a barrage of bullets. The attack occurred
shortly after the craft took off from the Nicosia palace.

The helicopter pilot, although wounded in the abdomen,
managed to land the plane safely. Here, the boarded archbishop inspects the damaged helicopter where it landed in
a vacant lot behind the palace.

Goldwater, Kennedy join forces

The Antioch Community
has received a 13,500 grant
from the University's Anderson Center for Personal
Development. The grant was
presented Friday by Dr.
Theodore Jenson, director of
the Anderson Center.
The Antioch program was

Senators urge lower voting age law
WASHINGTON] API- Sens.
Barry Goldwater and Edward
M. Kennedy joined yesterday
in urging that the voting age
be lowered to 18.
They argued this can be
done by federal law without
any need for a constitutional
amendment.
Goldwater, the Arizona
Republican who was his
party's presidential candidate
in 1964, advised against trying
to tie the proposal to controversial legislation now
before the Senate to protect

Negro voting rights.
He told a Senate judiciary
subcommittee that to attempt
to do so might endanger
passage of the voting rights
bill and at the very least would
delay action on it.
Kennedy, the assistant
Senate Democratic leader,
has joined his chief, Sen. Mike
Mansfield of Montana, in cosponsoring an 18-year-old vote
admendment to the voting
rights legislation, which is
caught up in a dispute between
an extension of the present

law aimed primarily at the
South and nationwide bill
urged by President Nixon.
The administration bill,
which the House passed last
December,
includes
a
nationwide ban on voter
literary tests. It also would
establish uniform residency
requirements for voting in
presidential elections.
Kennedy maintained that
if Congress has the constitutional power to prohibit
state literacy tests and to limit

their residency requirements
for voting, it also has the
power to lower the voting age
to 18.
He also said that the
courts have indicated this
could be done under the equal
protect on clause of the 14th
amendment.
Only four states have a
lower voting age than 21,
Georgia and Kentucky permit
18-year-olds to vote, while
Alaska has lowered to voting
age to 20 and Hawaii to 19.

Goldwater testified that
voting is a fundamental
constitutional right and
Congress, to protect it, may
regulate state laws which
deny that right unless the
state laws are shown to have a
compelling state interest.
"There
simply is no
compelliing reason why a
state has to deprive citizens
who are between the ages of 18
and 21 of their right to vote,"
he said.

begun at the University this
quarter under the coordination of Father Richard
Wurzel of St. Thomas Moore
University Parish.
Students are chosen byrecommendations
from
clergy, faculty, and administrators according to
Father Wurzel.
"We are
seeking the thinking, searching and intellectually
mature student," added
Father Wurtel.
The
program
was
proposed by Father Wurzel
and Father James Trautwein,
a local Episcopalian pastor.
The participants attend
regular classes on campus
and devote 30-50 hours a
quarter to the Antioch
Community. Students spend
five hours each quarter with
tutors, and have a common

meal prayer each week,
Father Wurzel said.
The tutors are coaches
who help the students "relate
their college subjects and total
university experience to
society,'• said
Father
Wurzel.
He hopes the program will
be expanded to two years and
involve 16-20 students in their
sophomore and junior years.
Father Wurzel thinks this is
the only program of its type in
the country.
The goals of the program,
as stated in its proposal, by
(he advisors are "to establish
a community that is tutorially
directed,
ecumenically
supported, a conununity of
persons giving witness to an
educated and free
commitment to the Christian
Faith."

right
against
selfincrimination. and other
Justice Department officials
said they believed it would be
permissible under Supreme
Court
rulings concerning
Fourth
Amendment
guarantees against
unreasonable searches and
seizure.
Under the proposal, the
order for a person to submit to
identification checks would be
given by a federal judge,
commissioner or magistrate.
High Court rules
Such a process would
require suspects to submit to
identification by fingerprints,
measurements,
blood
specimens, saliva samples,
voice samples, photographs
and lineups.
Failure to comply with the
order would be treated as
contempt of court.
Submit to tests
The Supreme Court only
last month held that it was
unconstitutional to require
fingerprints of suspects and
then match the fingerprints
with evidence of the crime.
The court also held police
could not round up a group of
suspects, fingerprint them
and
then use prints as
evidence against one of them.
A Justice Department
spokesman.
however,
suggested the
proposed
legislation would meet the
court's standards because of
the provision requiring prior
judicial approval for such
tests.

INTRODUCING. . .
Becky, lathy, aid Johi.

WAWR
H@ W.5
ON YOUR FM DIAL

The Brothers of
Phi Kappa Tau
Congratulate their
New Officers:
President BUIKnerr
Jay Salvage
Vice-president Gary Winter
Secretary Treasurer Rick Hagenbach
StewardBobTate
House Manager RickStadtlander
Gary Ceccardi & John Scholt
Exec. CommJud. ( omniAl Royse & Merrill Morrison
Chaplain Rich Lira
Sergeant -at -Arms ■
Greg Foster
Board of Governors
Jim Cervenak
CONGRATULATIONS TO
the old Officers for a
Job well done!

PIZZA
10 & 13
ONE FREE SOFT DRINK
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
ANY PIZZA TUESDAY OR THURSDAY

Free Delivery
CoffM

5c

on all orders
in Bowling Great Oar/

6 P.M. to 9 P.M.

CoffM

5c

354-8611

something new
Her suit boasts the current
tailoring, but the color, fabric and the design- of the
printed blouse bring back
memories of a distant past.
Ask for it by its label . . .
College Town.
%

Beef Champ
•MS. Mini

m-Mii

532 E. Wooster
352-5165

Button two of the three on
this debonair sport coat,
couple it with a contrasting
flare-leg slack, put on the
boots and Clyde, you're
ready for action, big or
small.
MON. THRU SAT. 9A.M. TO 5:J0

^"jfT Oft Hmuersitij Stop j||

the newly-selected
editors-in-chief of next
year's yearbook
(The 1971 KEY)
Becky Under, from
Norwalk. will be a
senior majoring in
business education.
She's managing editor
of The KEY this year,
was scheduling editor
last year, and was
editor of her Western
Reserve High School
Yearbook.

Kathy Baehren. from
Toledo, Is In education
of the emotionally
disturbed and slow
learner, A senior next
year, she's been serving
as scheduling and senior
editor this year. At
Sylvanla High, she was
business manager of the
student paper.

John Cessna, from
Youngstown where he
was editor of his
yearbook at AustintownFltch majoring in
Journalism. He's art
director of The KEY
this year He edited the
Rodgers Quad yearbook
and Is a member of
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
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Opinion

Modern musicians hiss, 'ciV here
ByJimTichy

A decade ago, Danny and
the Juniors released "Rock 'n'
Roll is Here to Slay," the tune
which echoed the feelings of
almost every teenager in
America. Parents, nonplussed
by the fact that the "big band
sound" might be fading, were
quick to classify rock as
"noise" and criticize it as a
passing fad.
Saturday
night
the
Michigan Contemporary
Directions Ensemble from the
University of Michigan performed in the Grand Ballroom
of the Union. Audience

reaction was very similar.
single spotlight, a man behind
Most of the 200 persons her cued up and started at
present were putting on their designated times a tape of
coats while the musicians electronic music.
accepted a third curtain-call
The results were sponfrom a loyal few,
taneous and often beautiful.
composer,
Mario
"It does take a while to get The
used to contemporary music," Davidovsky, has said consaid Claudia Anderson, flutist cerning "Synchronisms No.
in the 10-member ensemble. 1," "An element of chance is
"I've been playing it now for introduced to allow for the
about two years, and I like it inevitable time discrepancies
more every day."
that develop between the live
Miss
Anderson
was performer and the constantfeatured in a solo composition speed tape recorder."
with tape recorder acThis is the type of music
compar, | ment,
"Syn- the Michigan Contemporary
chronisms No. 1," As she Directions Ensemble has
performed the work under a committed itself to play.

Get Tanked
at Nichols

Operating with financial
assistance
from
the
Rockefeller Foundation, the
ensemble has encouraged and
helped develop a sense of
professionalism in the performer's attitude to new
music.
The program also aids in
the support of student compositions at the University of
Michigan.
Sydney Hodkinson, conductor of the ensemble, is in
charge of the present tour
which has featured Contemporary Directions in about
IS concerts since January. He
said his musicians are no
different from those here at

Bowling Green.
Film and slides are a new
area of expression for contemporary music writers. The
composer usually puts the
film together himself but can
work with the performing
group in compiling the film.
"If the man is going to
write a mixed media piece, is
might be wise to collaborate
on the film . But this is hairy
business," said Hodkinson.
Hodkinson's "Interplay,"
written in 1966, was a histronic
controversy for flute, clarinet,
double bass and percussion.
The musicians integrated the
music with vocal sounds of

"hiss," "ch," and groans.

The
program
notei
described it as "a theater
spectacle of contradiction,
confrontation, and absolution
of sin." Instrumental and tape
segments featured ran tings of
composers against critics.
Critics' comments against
composers were summarized
through the speaker's part.
All this opposition was
visualized through a Mickey
Mouse cartoon and slides
showing wonders of the
universe. It ended in complete
darkness, allowing
the
audience to sit and reflect on
what it had seen and heard.

CONGRATULATIONS
Beta Theta Pi
Intramural Hockey
Champions
Fraternity Division
Wt Art No leifir Associated
With The Everglades IUT Yoi
Cai Enjoy The Sane Good Food
Aid Service I At The Ambassador
0a Tie Expressway (120) lid

Nichols Clothiers

...Food Services by Gourmet, Inc., of course.
Private rooms for your banquet, party, reception
or other special event.

109 S. N Main St.
THAT DISTINCTIVE STORE
WITH THE RED FRONT

Haaley Road.

GOiHMt, llC.
Family-Owned Food Services Throughout Ohio
PerTysburK.Ohlo 837-5791

"VASSARETTE"

Shapes yoe for Sn V Swisj

Sold as separates ii tie intimate shop oily . . .
For perfect fit. . .above aid below

Associated Preee Wirephofo

FTVE VIEWS oT the in follow the progress of
Saturday's eclipse as seen from Norfolk, Va. The
first exposure, left was made at 12:24 p.m. The but
at the moment of totality of the eclipse In Norfolk,
was made at 1:34. The pictures were taken by
Charles Meads of the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot for the
Associated Press.

Agencies cooperate
for adoption council
A council to educate the
public to the needs and
availability of hard-to-place
adoptive children will be
organized in northwestern
Ohio.
The Council of Adaptable
Children, a branch of a similar
group in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
will be composed of adoptive
parents and those interested
in becoming parents of hardto-place adoptable children.
A steering committee of 20
area couples who have
already adopted hard-to-place
children is now in the process
of organizing the council, said
Mrs. Harold Morris of
Rowling Green, a committee
member.
Mrs. Morris said that any
child who is over two years
old, or racially mixed or
handicapped, is considered
hard-U>place for adoption.
She and her husband are the

adoptive parents of a bi-racial
child.

The committee to form
the council was formed at the
suggestion of the Child Services Board in Toledo, she
said.
Other cooperating
agencies are Wood County
Public Welfare in Bowling
Green, and Child and Family
Services.
Catholic Charities and
Lutheran Social Services in
Toledo.
Another committee
member, Mrs. Jack Schatzley
of Kossford, Ohio, said that
area adoptive agencies have
about a two-year waiting list
for new-born babies, but have
many hard-to-place children
awaiting adoption.
Persons interested in the
council may contact either the
chairman, Jack Schatzley, 146
Hannum Avenue, Rossford,
Ohio or Harold Morris, 610 .
Fourth Street, Bowling Green.

To Swve You Better
Open Evonings
By Appointment

Howard Photography
432% E. Wooster
354-5702
Wash, w«t. soak, hunt
sqium *aih soa*. wet ay SMI*
Contact lenses *•'• das fl"<M loMl convenience And
t'lfy ara up to • point Th#y re
COAVinieXll enough to wee',
once yOU net used to them but.
UftijH rpcrnlly you had to use
(woof mofed<tiereni lemioiuw«i to property ptepire and
maintain contacts Voi
needed hvo or three ovieient potties lens cases and
you went IMOU gh more than
enough o-i'iy dtuais to make
even the most steadfast individuals consider dropping Out
But no* caring tor your con.
'■> ' ■ -'i be as convr
»ea'.ng ihem Now the«e s ten
sme. hom tn« makers oi Munna
tenure is the one lens solution
designed lor complete contact
•ens care
preparing, cleansing and soahmg

Just
a drop or
twootlen.
i ii baton
you insert
yOUf 'ens prepares it lor
you'eye lensme make* your
contacts wh.cn are made of
modern plastics, compatible
Wtlhyou'eye How^lenline i| an isolonic" solution Thatmeansits
made to blend w.th the
eyes natural ituids So
a simple drop or two
coats tMo tens, tprming a
son oi comtofl tone around
ii
Cleaning you' COn■ i ■ .. Mi ie«sin« lights
bactena and foreign deposits that build up during the course oi the day.
And to' Overnight soaking ipnsme provides a
>tact canister on

A Christian Science Local
Assistant

me bottom ol every bottle Soaking you' contacts m Lenima between wearing periods assures
you of proper lens hygrene
improper storage between
weanngs peimits the growth of
baclena on your lenses This is a
sure cause of eye irritation and.
in some cases, it can endange'
you' vis>on Baclena cannot grow
m Lensme Lensme is sterile, sellsanitmng and antiseptic
Let you' contacts be the convenience ihey were designed to
be The name of the game is
Lensme Lensme. made by
the Murrne Company. Inc.

Are you
cut out for
contact
sports?

A Christian Science Local Assistant who is
working with college students In the area is
available to talk with you. If he can be of help to
you in Christian Science, you're most welcome to
contact him. He will be in the Perry Room,
Student Union from 11 to 4 pm on Wednesday,
March 11. 1970.

Wednesday,
March 11, 1970
Th* swim-bras: Natural undetwired^ith wide-open
neckline Styr»&506 in BCD
32-36. »12.00
Push-up padded for above-cup
fullness Style 1507 in BC32-36.
•13.00
Th* swimbritfs: Hip-hugger Style 1508 in s-m-l. $9.00
Waistline brief Style 1509 in s-m-l.
♦10.00

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Fall Course Family
Dinner
12 VARIETIES OF
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Open Tact, thin Sat.
7:»-l
Sundays 7:31 - 7

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

(ft. SRmJe* 2uff
525 Ridge St.

Ph. 3524225

412 EAST WOOSTER
CLOSED MONDAYS
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'Declaration' new
for 5th Dimension

Newsphotos by

Alex Burrows

By Lee Stephenson
and Bill Gubbins
The appearance of the Fifth Dimension in
concert on campus Sunday night was just one in a
long line of successful concerts for the popular Soul
City label recording artists.
But there was a note of newness and excitement
among the members of the group in the performance of their latest single, "The Declaration,"
and their comments about it after the concert.
It is a new realm for them because in contrast to
their past material, for the first time there is an
obvious political orientation, and groups of radio
stations across the country have reacted by
refusing to play it.
The song is exactly what it implies, a vocal
representation of the Declaration of Independence
of the United States.
The song puts to music portions of the
Declaration which say that the government must be
for the good of all of the people and if it fails to serve
them, they have the right to overthrow it.
One of the members of the group, Ron Townson,
explained why he thought they had chosen to speak
politically at this point.
"We wanted to bring the message to the people.
It's time that they realize what the Declaration of
Independence says. It's been in the background too
long."
Lamonte MrLemore, the group's leader, said
that they expected some reaction to the recording
but "since it was taken from the Declaration, we
thought they'd have to play it.
"It's the premise on which our country was built
but it's too controversial to play. I don't think they
want us to remind people that they have the right to
overthrow the government if they're not doing their
Job," he said.
In a sampling of area rock radio stations
yesterday, the News found t at one station refused
to play the record, seemingly based on its content,
and two other stations said that the record simply
wasn't making it and thus wasn't being played.
Paul Drew, radio program manager for CKI.W
in Detroit said that his station is not playing the
single.
"We don't feel the record has entertainment
value with the rest of the records we're playing," he
said. "We're in Canada, so the Declaration of Independence doesn't really mean anything. That
record doesn't concern us."
Don Armstrong, Toledo WOHO's program
manager, said the station wasn't playing the record

Lively and talented ■■ 5 Dimensions
ByBarbJacola

The spirit was that of an old-time revival- -hands clapping,
feet stomping, bodies swaying and bouncing. The music was
mellow and harmonious at times, pulsating and' 'big bandish'' at
other times, but continually entertaining.
Such was the scene in Anderson Arena Sunday night when
The 5th Dimension appeared before a crowd of 5,500 for a
U.A.O.- sponsored concert.
The group's excellent stage presence was immediately
evident to the audience as they kicked off the show with an
original combination arrangement of "What the World Needs
Now is Love" and "All You Need is Love."
Their energy never faltered as they stepped-up the tempo of
the medley with"Up. Up and Away," "Sunshine of Your Love"
and "You Made Me So Very Happy."
Lamonte McLemore, who formed The 5th Dimension in 1964,
provided a break in the show by introducing the other members
of the group, including Florence La Rue who is married to the
group's manager. Marc Gordon, and is expecting a baby in

Florence La Rat

July.
"In about four months we're going to have a '8th Dimension'
McLemore joked.
The group continued the performance with "California
Soul," "McArthur's Park," "Working on a Groovey Thing" and
a medley of songs composed by Laura Nyro. All of the songs
were well-harmonized and beautifully staged, but something
seemed to be lacking in the spontaneous flow of super-hit after
super-hit.
The 5th Dimension did not perform any original or new
material other than a bouncy tambourine song entitled "Shake
Your Money Maker." Nor did the group perform any songs they
had written.
A new album is soon to be released by The 5th Dimension, yet
no songs from it were performed with the possible exception of
the controversial "Declaration of Independence."
"Wedding Bell Blues" brought a standing ovation from the
crowd. Marilyn McCoo, who solos on the number, sang clearly
and so enthusiastically that before the song was over the
audience was on its feet, clapping and singing along.

Lamnrte McLenxre

MarflvaMcCM

The highlight of the show, as expected, was the medley
"Aquarius-Let the Sun Shine In." Strobe lights flashed as all five
members of the group gyrated to the introductory instrumental
portion of the song from "Hair."
The general reaction of the crowd to "The Declaration of
Independence" was favorable. The song has been banned on
many radio stations as "too controversial," Miss McCoo explained.
In an interview after the show, McLemore attempted to
explain the group's style.
"We had the label of a black group with a white sound, which
I sort of resented because we didn't want to represent any
particular sound. We sing what we want to sing. I don't call it a
white sort of a black sound," he said.
McClemore did say that the group does want to represent the
black people, if not the black sound,
"We want to make them proud of us, but we also realize that
we do not have to do rock and roll to represent them," he added.

Billy Davis Jr.

because "it just hasn't done anything really, to
warrant us playing it."
He said that a record has to become popular at
some point before most record stations would play it
and this is usually accomplished in the smaller
markets.
"We played the record on what we call the battle
of the new sounds," he said, "and it did absolutely
nothing."
Pat Bergin, program manager for WTTO in
Toledo, said that his station hadn't even received
the record. He said, however, that since the record
hadn't made any of the national rating sheets that
they would not play it.
"We program our station by national trends and
unless the record rates on a national basis we don't
play it. If the record was getting any national attention, regardless of the lyrical content, regardless
of the message in the song, we would play it
anyway. We couldn't care less what it says and it
hasn't appeared on any list that I'm aware of."
McLemore said that the group didn't set out with
the idea of becoming political on this single, "We
would like to use our music to bridge the gap between cultures, not in any other way. That's how it
started, not politically or something else."
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TO
DO
TODaY
(iF-OGRAPHY
DEPARTMENT
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
White DoKwood Room, Union.
Dr. Henry J. Warman,
professorof xeography at Clark
University, will speak on,
•The
Structure
of
CieoKraphy." Following the
talk, Gamma Theta Upsilon
will hold its initiation.

9

MATHEMATICS
DEPARTMENT
Presents the last in its
series of Tuesday movies.
Today's film is "Theory of
IJmits," Prof. E.J. McShane,
University of Virginia. The
film will be shown at 4 p.m. in
140 Overman Hall.

CHEMISTRY
SEMINAR
ACCOUNTING HELP
Will begin at 3 p.m. in 289
SESSIONS
Overman Hall. Dr. Jerry
Will blgln at 4:30 p.m. in Lingrel, associate professor,
210 Hayes Hall.
University of Cincinnati
COUNSELING
College of medicine, will
CENTER
speak on, "Identification and
Will be open from 1-5 p.m. Characterization of
the
in 320 Student SERVICES Hemoglobin
Messenger
Bid*.
KNA."

Wizard of Id

9 One who
stays home
election day.
10 Prevents.
11 Knowledge
of curios.
12 Colder.
13 Inventor of
farm
implements.
21 Anne or
Therese:
abbr.
23 Goddess of
discord.
25 Violin
nickname.
27 Jacob's twin.
28 Recent
intelligence.
29 Weighl
deducted.

PUZZLE
By Lucila- H. Bowtn

Fee payments duel
March 16 — Bursar Council
notes
Student fee payments are
due Monday, March 16, the
Bursar's office announced
yesterday. They are payable
at the Bursar's office or fee

payment window in the administration building from t
a.m. to s p.m.
Payment can be made by
BankAmericard.

Man dies in shooting
A Bowling Green man,
Carlos Garibay, 35, of 830
First St„ died yesterday as the
result of gunshot wounds he
suffered in a mid-afternoon
shooting.
City investigating officers
reported they found him dead
of a wound in the chest at 3:40
p.m. yesterday.
The victim's brother,

Alberto Garibay, 37, of the
same address was taken into
custody, according to City
Police Chief Milton J.
Nicholson, and is being held
pending further investigation.
Examining Wood County
Coroner Roger A. Peatee said
he believed the fatal shot was
fired from a .38 caliber
weapon.
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»y Rrant parktr and Johnny hart
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MOLLY MU IS SO PROUD OF:
LEIGH PERRY - PANHEL 2nd V.P.
SANDY GEMMA - PANHEL TREASURER
JANE FOSNOT - AWS SENIOR REP
RUTH GUSPYT - AWS JUNIOR REP

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES!

The
lack
of
communication between Council
and its constituents in evident.
There are many things that
your student leaders are effectively doing and will
continue to do for you, but the
communication gap between
students and their leaders
prevents us from letting you
know all that is available to
you through your student
government.
Because
of
this
deficiency, the executive
committee, under the studen'
body vice president of cultural
affairs, (composed of Student
Council members), presented
a bill to council which asked
for a weekly article in the BG
News that would inform the
students
problems
and
desires.
We hope to reach a better
understanding
between
students and their student
government to ultimately
create a
working and
autonomous student community.
Very recently students
have been asking how they
can participate in Council
meetings.

2. Any student can pick up
a Council bill or agenda
Wednesday in the Student
Activities office before the
regular Thursday meetings.
3. During the time set
aside for members and constitutents, anyone may speak
about anything he feels is
important.
This part of
meeting comes before new

DOWN
1 The shank.
2 Reckless.
3 Arrow
Boison.
eace.
5 Annoys.
6 Earthy
manganese
ore.
7 Toward the
mouth.
8 Diminish.
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Solution of Yesterday's Pussle
CRYPTOGRAM — By Archibald V. McLees
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1.
If you do have a
problem
or
feel
that
something should be done by
Council for or against an
issue, speak to a Council
member or officer. Jointly
you can submit a bill to its
effect.

66 Network.
67 Scurry off.

ACROSS
1 Fresh.
0 Spent.
10 Eager.
14 Indian title.
15 Of Mart:
comb. form.
16 Corruption.
17 Consumers.
18 Criticise
adversely.
19 One of a
certain five.
20 Bed linen.
22 Aniuser.
24 Snores.
26 Inflict pnin.
27 Whole.
31 Contraction.
32 Settles.
33 Chest
sounds.
35 Kind of
time: nbhr.
38 Amiss.
39 Mother: Lot.
40 Vega Is one.
41 Employ.
42 Kind of i.u.i43 N. Zealand
tree.
44 Franklin or
Curtwriflht.
45 Jeering.
47 Abslainer.
51 Unusual:
abbr.
52 Fleshy
excrescence.
54 Muscle acid.
58 Oriental
drink: var.
59 Stepped on.
61 Musical
study.
62 Spouse.
63 Beige.
64 Poet: vur.
65 Tennis
equipment:

30 Australian
46 Finlsl.
tree: pi.
47 Japanese
S4 Trotsky and
volcano.
Blum.
48 Thermo39 Needlework
plastic resin.
cue.
49 Old car or
36 Mend.
plane: si.
37 Smart.
50 She turned
39 Supply
men to
relief.
twine.
40 Generating
53 Species.
flesh.
55 Japanese
42 President's
wrestling.
"nyel."
56 Prefix with
43 Wallers it
gram or
an Irish
graph.
wake.
57 Document:
44 An archnbbr.
bishop of
Canterbury. 60 Proper.

DAIHB

AH

OFT.

Yeslerday'i cryptogram: Income taxes exact
much labor, cause more trouble than a chat-

ii

tering neighbor.

J
bills are introduced.
4.
During Council's
discussion of a bill-time open
to Council members only-a
student can be yielded the
floor by a Council member so
that he can speak. | Just ask. I
5. Youcan call Action Line
anytime to find out information or receive help with
problems.
Don't
underestimate
what
your
student officers can do. The
number is 372-2954.

This is your page
The News provides this page in order to better present
campus news announcements, and other articles of
particular interest to University students.
So, anybody with club news, organization information,
lost hamsters, used inner-tubes, old sweat socks etc. - this is your big chance!

Weather
The geography department
forecasts little change In
temperature through Wednesday. It will be partly

cloudy today and Wednesday
with the possibility of snow
flurries ending Tuesday night.
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~ »»c~ CLaSSIFIED -«®ic~
TV IK. News
10* 1'niversitv Hall
DUU7WM

Mflrr 3:30 for appointment.
Need 4 roommates for summer Valentine apis no mo.

Kates 1 Wpt-r line per da> 2 MM
lines luiminum. average M S>
Needed: Room or small apt.
words per line
IVadlincs 5 p.m two days for visiting profeasor-From
ljitler March to Mid June
beiWv date of publication
The m. News reserves the Please contact Mr. Phillip
nitht to itlii or reject am O'Connor at J7M7R.
classified
advertisement
1 girl needed spr qlr to share
plain I
lYinled errors which in the apt. for 2 3U-MI1
News opinion deter from the
value of the advertisement, Kent reduced 2 bdrm.
apt. to be sublet for
will be rectified free of charne Greenview
if reported in person within 48 ■MM, Call 352-537!
in'iu -. of publication.
I", roommate needed spring
qtr. Greenview. Call '.

LOST AND FOUND

Wanted 4 or 5 roommates to
Miblease a house near campus
for summer Quarter. Call
lusl Theta Chi Pin It found J»13 - 23915.
rail 372-14J6
Male roommate needed for
| spr. and Sum. qtrs. Greenview. Call 353-9214 after 5 p.m.

RENTALS • SALES

191] Chevrolet tin. Call JJJ>
Smaller 5.
Student rooms for women t»
month: 1 man (urn effc. apis.
$100 month; 2 bedrom furn
apta. across from campus 4 or
5 girls preferred. 352-3395
between IS*

Roommate wanted - Call 35+
4453 after 5 p.m.
For Sale RCA port, stereo asp.
speakers, good cond. m years
old. JS5 Call Jim 2575s.

PERSONALS

F. roommate wanted spr. qtr. Mull, Mu an GOOD BYE'
US month 2 blocks from It's time to go, but I loved It to.
campus 352-0597 after 4 pm. Thanks Mu's. for everything.
I'll never forget you!
2 girls needed - Univ. Cta. 153 a
month Spring quarter Call Opine says: Welcome New
Pledges!
351-0651.
Rm a Board for girl student Kick-happiness is hating you
in exchange for housework for a Big Brother Carol.
spring qtr. HH94v
The Betas congratulate Gary
Roommate needed for 3rd qtr. and Lynn on their pinning.
HI per month. utilities inI he
Golden
Hear Is'
cluded Phone MB
congratulate Rick Harris for a
Need 4 roommates for sum- job well done at "Freddy".
mar Valentine apis. HO mo.
Congratulatlona Mary Mac
352-0114
Donald ADPl's outstanding
The
Student
Housing Fall pledge' Great goats],
association booklet. A Guide Little! LU. Marl*.
to Off Campus Living Is
available to anyone intending I'R - They Don't, but you cod
to move off campus next and I'm glad. Lore Ya. Dingquarter In room 446 A Student A-Luig.
Sen-ices BUg
Ann. Belated birthday wtahss
Male Student to share apt. to the graataat roomie ever
ideal location W 352-7471 Lyv ya. Maryhn St*

Sue. you are really great,
absolutely, first rate! As my
BIG sis. you're the best. As
you IJTTLE I'm the happiest'
Chi O love k mine. Cathy.
Have a happy day. Mu't! Only
11 more till spring!
NICHOLS "Fun in the Sun"
Shop now open. Everything
for the person heading south.
Beach pants. Cabana sets,
swim suits and Beach shirts.
The now look at Nichols
Clothiers. Downtown Bowling
Green.

HINT: The first step Involves
The Mu's thank Janet Laura
Cheaney for doing such a
super Job with the formal!
Congratulations Pal and Barb
on your compromise Barb
finally settled for "floating
instead of flying Lid. Cathy 4
Jane.
Mary-Congrats to our outstanding ADPI Pledge L*L
your pledge sisters.
Prophet: so glad you Ye back
from your trip. Kid.

McDamitt. How'd you like
that wild chat chase' Phi Hu
Big Ruth.

I'd "Chase" a mile for a Big
like you! Your little "Dab".

Bruce-So-o-o happy I have the
greatest Delt Big! Love,
Little.

Student Housing Association
■ays, Please use our GUIDE it's a must for peaceful coexistence."

Who's the greatest Big in the
house'M-0-U*E - Your Dell
UI' Sis. Chris.
Congrats Steve on breaking
the Intramural pool record in
the fly and the other Buns for
their fantastic relay taamt
Sandy.
Chu-lik, you'll get yours!
Barb, honk-honk! Sun.
Molly Mu is loving the new
bis' Their littles aren't bad
either.
except Ihty don't
know haw to pull pledge
pranks!
Little Lush - Glad to as* you're
taking after your Big1! - Big
last*.
Gary: I'm the tackiest "Little
Ska" having you as my Dell
"Big Brother" The Little
Dell!
Delta Gamma-thanks for the
god time. Theta CM.
The Brothers of PI Kappa
Alpha congrataktle Dave and
Karla on their lavalienng
Judy: The loth is Beat, but
HAPPY llth. f
Eddie 1 miss you so muchhurry and gat well. lave.
Pam.
Barb, how would you flow
chart your latest •prtolttn"'

The Brothers of Sigma CM
would like to congratulate
Greg Kramer and Pam Zubtr
of Delta Gamma on their
pinning and Greg Ridge and
Sue Necks of Alpha XI Delta
on their lavalienng.

Just tor you - Philip Morton.
Contemporary Jeweler 111 W.
Wooster
Congratulations Bun swim
loam and bowling team-die
Brothers of Thels CM.
Happineis is getting the Brick
for my Delt Big Brother Ruth
Get high for the senior Philo
Hour Mu's.
Ride needed to either
Cleveland or Toledo Airport
on Tuesday March 17 anytime
after 3:00 p.m Pleas* contact
Wend in 233 Harshman D at
2-5474. If not In. leave message
will pay coata!.
Fourth needed for Easier
vacation to Gulf coast. Call
Tom 351-5134
Ride for 1 to Utica - Syracuse
Area Share costs Jill 372-2472
Ride needed to Kansas city.
Kansas for Spring Break. Call
2-4500. Ann.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Sue - Congrats new Panhel
Pres - we're proud of you!
DC. Pledget

DROPPING OUT THIRD
QUARTER? We have special
openings mad* to order far
Congrats Ron! and Garry, new you. Starts late Mrch and
have two pins in the family work through summer on
AJpha Gam Lav. Mary.
INVENTORY
MAINTENANCE JOBS in Toledo
Congrats Lowell on making area stores. Mult be willing to
ODK. Your roommate
work 41 hours, including weekends Pay la U.25 ptr hoar.
ADPI Connie. Congrats on See M at MArlPOWER. 114
saying il beat for all of us LaJ. Summit St. or Call MI4M7
Your Pledge Sisters
Ma*.

Lore It a feeling that stays In
your heart for the mat of your
lift.
Congratulation!
lavallermatts Margie and
Roger. Pet-man Rifle penmates
Linda and Danny, and Barb
and Pal on your ingagtHBrol
The DPI SUM.

JOBS! JOBS! and more
JOBS! Students, teachers
Stateside and International
Jobs. Recreational Jobs;
Year-round Jobs. Summer
Jobs. All occupations and
trades. Enjoy a vacation while
you earn Hurry! Tat bast
jobs are taken tarty. Writs
Jobs". P.O. Box 471. Dept
CP 215-1, Lodi. California

Come tee Peter, Paul, and
Mary and the Chicago cast of
Hair. Wednesday, March 11.
1171, with Bowkug Groan's
Environmental Committee. If
interested. Call Carol (i-xnl).
LOVE. LIFE

Needed: Room or small
apartment
for .luting
Professor- From Latter
March to MM Jtstt. Pkaaee

CUSTOM-MADE JEWELRY

«• WHnj.
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Kirkwood prediction inspires Milkovich
Running a brush through
his hair, Mike Milkovich
wound up a completely successful day.
Usually composed and
graceful in style, Mike had
stormed through the final
match in an unreasoned fury,
and now, only traces of the
original fire were left in his
eyes.
He didn't have it to stick
an his locker, but it was firmly
entrenched on his mind; a
printed challenge by his
opponent, Bowling Green's
George Kirkwood.
The
Falcon's 126 pounder was
confident he could end the
Milkovich streak if he

wrestled a good match.
"When I first saw it I
wanted to laugh," said
Milkovich, "You just don't go
around saying stuff like that.
It totally ticked me off."
In an almost effortless
manner he started off the
tournament in regular season
style.
"I wrestle most guys
tournament-style," he said,
which is a conservative approach usually allowing for
multiple bouts in a single day.
A teammate also told him he
didn't look so good in the semifinals, so he was primed.
"I wasn't trying as hard in
the other matches, but I

wanted this one and I really
went after it. If I hadn't read
that thing in the paper, then I
would have just gone out and
wrestled. Since he said it, be
knew he had to live up to it."
"I could tell he was
scared, because he wasn't
coming at me," said
Milkovich.
"I chased him all around
the match, but 1 couldn't catch
him."
"I wasn't scared, but I
was a little worried that I

might get tipped on my back
or something," he said about
possible mistakes through
over-aggressiveness.
"But
after I got a couple of points
ahead I went for a couple
more."
The unbeaten 123 pounder
rolled to a perfect three year
dual record and notched his
second conference weight
class title. He rolled to a 11-2
win over Kirkwood and only
the NCAA's remain for the
senior.
• - DAVIS

Sport headlines
Kentucky first in final ranking
By Associated Press
The Kentucky Wildcats, with an assist from Southern
California, came from behind and finished No. 1 for the sixth
time Monday in the final Associated Press weekly major
college basketball poll.
The Wildcats, coached by Adolph Rupp who is scheduled to
retire after next season, replaced UCLA at the top by beating
Auburn and Tennessee decisively last week while the Bruins
split week-end games against cross-town rival Southern
California.
While Kentucky and UCIA are in the National Collegiate
Athletic Association post-season tournament and could meet in
the final March 21, Kentucky ended it regular season at 25-1 as
the Southeastern Conference champion and I'd A finished at 242 at the top of the Pacific-8.
Finishing behind the Wildcats and Bruins, in order, were St.
Bonaventure, Jacksonville, New Mexico State , south Carolina,
Iowa, Marquette Notre Dame and North Carolina State.

FOCUSING IN on a leg takedown maneuver by Kent's
Mike Milkovich (In black) Is this shot. Falcon George
Kirkwood tries to dodge it, but It counted for 2 points for

N.-i pholo by Kin Bokudn

Mount eyes Indiana pro club

the Kent champion In the league finals of the 128 pound
class.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (AP) - Rick Mount, Purdue AilAmerican, said yesterday he would sign a three-year contract
last night with the Indiana Pacers of the American Basketball
Association.
The Pacers called an 11 p.m. news conference at an Indianapolis television station, WLW-I, but would not say what the
subject of the news conference would be.
Mount, who played his last college game Saturday, told the
Ubanon Reporter, a newspaper in his home town, that he had
decided to sign with the Pacers because it would allow him to
stay near home and because of the Pacers' generous contract
offers.

No more trackmen qualify for NCAA
By Vin Mannix
Sports Writer
Though they didn't qualify
any more men for the
Nationals next week, Bowling
Green's tracksters brought
home some better times,
including a school record,
from the Eastern Michigan

NCAA Qualifier, Saturday.
The Falcons got the
record 7:47.4 in the two-mile
relay, coming from the efforts
of Dave WotUe who led off
with a 1:56.6 half mile,
followed by Rich Breeze's
1:55.9 . Bob McOmber's 1:57,
and Steve Danforth's 1:57.9.
i
Smile of the personal

OU wins pool title too,
as Falcons place fifth
By Jim Miller
Sports Writer
Besides capturing the MAC wrestling title, Ohio University
added the swimming championships as well this past weekend.
The Bobcats tallied 143 points to runner-up Kents' 114. Bowling
Green could do no better than a fifth place finish.
Freshman Arpad Batizy paced O.U. with a fantastic individual performance. Batizy set three new MAC records,
eluding the 500 and 1650 yard freestyle events and the 400 yard
individual medley.
Bill Zeeb led the Falcons with a pair of third place finishes in
the distant freestyles. Zeeb also collected a fourth spot in the 200
yard freestyle.
Miami's Tom Perrin was a double winner as he nabbed the
200 IM and 200 freestyle.
All-American Les Moore came through as expected by
winning both the backstrokes. Moore won the 200 yard race in a
new mark of 1:58.6. Tom Nienhuis ended up fourth in both
events.
Complimenting Ohio's Batizy, the Bobcats produced other
winners including Neal Wade 100 and 200 breaststroke), Dave
Solomon (100 butterfly) Ned Steele (50 freestyle), and the 400
yard medley relay team.
Another example of O.U. 's depth showed when the Bobcats
finished two-three-five in the diving competition, which was won
by Kent's Tom Bishop.
The victory made it two in a row for Ohio and with underclassmen like Batizy, the Bobcats should stay a major factor
in MAC swimming for quite a few years.

Weaei ■■d»f#at#d
in 'I' ■■sketbill
An undefeated season was
accomplished by the womens'
"B" intercollegiate basketball
team with a tough 47-42 victory over Ohio State Saturday.
It was the closest any
opponent had come in seven
contests, since a one point win
over Kent State in their
opener. They dominated the
opposition, which included
Miami and Dayton, in
averaging 37 points a game,
while limiting the losers to a 23
point average.

New Spring and Summer "Wedding Dresses"
Bridesmaid, Flower
Girl, Mother of Bride,
Bridal
Accessories,
Bridal Bibles,
( Protestant and
Catholic)
Aprons,
Garters,
Gloves,.
Foundations, Lingerie
for
the
Personal
Showers, Going away
suits, Complete live of
Formals for Proms
LEE'S Fashion Center
and
Bridal Shop
'. Mile West Delta on
20 A (next to Bemath Furniture)
North Fulton S.T.,
Wauseon, Ohio

PIE
EATERS!!!
PICTURES AVAILABLE AT
DEN -KRICKSHAW- POWDER PUFF -;;-

• ••••••••

highlights included Jim
Ferstle's9:14.7in the two-mile
run, and Don
Windom's
9:27.0, in the same event.
Fcrstle's improvement from
previous meets was one
second, but Windom's was 23
seconds.
McOmber's 2:15.5 in the
1000, good for sixth place, was
his best time so far.
The mile-relay was one
event where the Falcons ran
well but didn't place, as each
of the four runners averaged
50 seconds in their legs (440) of
the event.
This included
leadoff man Jim Gagnefs
51:4; Luke Fullencamp's
50.1; Jim Lawrence's :51.5;
and
Ed
Watkins':50.8.
Bowling Green's time for the
race was 3:23.8.
In the distance medley
Bowling Green's thinclads did
no better or worse than before
running a 10:05 race. Breeze
opened up with a 1:56.4 half,
followed by Fullencamp's
51.6 in the"crucial quarter,"
Denforth tried to pick up
the pace running a 3:46 three
quarter mile. He handed off to
Wottle the last man whose 4:13
mile still left the Falcon
quartet some 13 seconds
behind the winning time.
Other than Dave Wottle

going to the Nationals
Saturday, and both the mile
and two-mile relay teams
competing in Cleveland's K of
C meet, March 20, the Eastern
Michigan Qualifier was
Bowling Green's last indoor
meet of the season. This is the
Falcons' final week of
organized practice.

Seattle franchise unresolved

sporrs

ACCEPTING CONGRATULATIONS on the winners' stand from BG's George Kirkwood Is the 126
pound champion, Mike Milkovich. of Kent.
N.w> pholo by Kiel Bobud.r

The Brothers

TAMPA, Fla. AP-American League owners will meet in
Tampa today to consider the troubled situation of the Seattle
franchise amid rising speculation that the club may be transferred to Milwaukee before the 1970 season.
Presumably the Seattle case was settled for 1970 when the
league met in Chicago Feb.11 and decided to dip into its treasury
for a temporary 8650,000 loan to get the IMots off the hook for
spring training expenses.
"The American League has given up $650,000 for Lent,"
quipped a club owner after the Ash Wednesday meeting.
Apparently new difficulties have arisen or the owners have
had a time for second thoughts about a franchise that could cost
them as much as 81,700,000 in losses.
The fact that Milwaukee, which was in the
National
league from 1953 to 1965 before the Braves moved on to Atlanta,
has a major league stadium waiting for action was considered a
strong point in its favor.

fgWTgTym

Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulate Bill Fischer on
his appointment to
Omicron Delta Kappa.

Booth Newspapers
can guarantee your

hL isanello s
303 N. Main
••wHftf 0**<M. C*U

— FREE Delivery —
IN one

POBJABK

OVENS

Phont 3524782, 352 5167 or 352 5166
l r M - I AM. [>...', - 1 AM M. 1 SM
MX

VAGINAL DEODORANT

in the business of helping a
city grow and prosper

antf
CLEANSING TOWELETTE

/Aat#uie.>f

MY
OWN.
A/so available in a spray.

THE ORIENTATION BOARD IS LOOKING
FOR QUALIFIED LEADERS FOR NEXT
YEARS FALL ORIENTATION PROGRAM

Be A Leader

When you join the Business or Management side o( The Booth Newspapers, you become personally involved in promoting the economic
health and cultural growth of one of
the many Michigan cities served by
Booth Newspapers.
You work with and assist companies,
merchants, and local governmental

agencies. You perform interesting,
important functions necessary to
help your city grow and prosper.
Talk with the Booth representative
about these career opportunities. You
will be especially interested if your
background includes Accounting,
Business Administration, Liberal Arts,
Advertising or Marketing and Sales.

plan new to talk to the Booth representative:
INTERESTED CANDIDATES SHOULD APPLY NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW IN ROOM 485
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
INTERVIEWS BEGIN: APRIL lit

MARCH II, 1970
JOIN THE COMMUNICATIONS EXPLOSION

BOOTH
NEWSPAPERS
INC
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OU rides Wojo's pin to mat championship
ByJackO'Breza
Asst. Sports Editor
In the battle of the giants,
Toledo University's Greg
Wojciechowski pinned Kent's
Tom Walter, enabling Ohio
University to edge Kent 65-64
for the MAC wrestling
championship.
Toledo finished third
followed by Bowling Green,
Western Michigan and Miami.
With the Bobcats leading
by a point, Kent sent Walter to
the mats in hopes of bringing
the Flashes their second
conference crown and first
since 1958. The result was a 33
secondpinforWojecicchowski,
"We told him (Walter) to
gamble," said Kent coach Joe
Begala. "He threw everything
he had into the match. He just
slipped going in, and that was
the difference."
"He was using a holdof no
return," explained Begala. "If
it would have worked, he
probably would have won."
It was the second clash of

the year between the two
heavyweights
with
Wojciechowski winning the
first meeting by a pin at 2:58.
"I think he (Walter) underestimated my power and
strength,"
commented
Wojciechowski.
Banked as the third best
heavyweight in the country by
the U.S. Wrestling News,
Wojciechowski mentioned the
fact that Walter could have
just as easily pinned him.
"He came right at my
power and I just got lucky and
pinned him," concluded
Wojciechowski.
The Falcons could only
manage one champion out of
the four wrestlers that made it
into the finals. BG's lone
champ came at 190 pounds
where Joe Green took top
honors.
Green entered the finals by
first flattening Miami's Jim
Sheehan at 3:35 in his
semifinal bout. He then went
on to maul OU's Greg
Voutyras 13-2 in the finals.
The crowd yelled for a pin,

but all Green could manage
was a near fall.
"I really wanted the pin,"
said Green. "I couldn't figure
out why I didn't pin him when
I had him flat on his back. I
was informed afterwards that
he was holding his shoulder up
by locking his hand to his leg."
"If I would have seen what
he was doing I would have
stepped over to the other side
and did things a little different," Green added. "I was
watching his shoulders and
not his feet."
Green is undecided about
going to the Nationals and
admitted that winning the
MAC was his real goal for the
season.
At 126 pounds. BG's George
Kirkwood finished second to

Kent's Mike Milkovich. In the
semifinals, Kirkwood edged
OU's Bob Mason 4-3 on two
penalty points, but lost a 11-2
decision to Milkovich in the
finals.
Mike Clark provided the
Bowling Green fans with
something to cheer about
when he captured a 2-1
overtime decision over TU's
Sam Schiciano in the
semifinals. Clark wasn't so
lucky in his championship
■natch with Western's Denny
Buford, as he lost a 12-6
decision.
One disappointment for the
Falcons came at 170 lbs.
where BG's Bill Nucklos
finished runnerup to OU's
Kuss Johnson. Nucklos won
his first match by pinning

TU's Doug Knaus at 1:59 and
beat Western's Steve Newman
2-0 to advance into the finals.
It was the second contest
between Johnson and Nucklos
this season with the second
being no different than the
first. In both cases Nucklos
was a 7-0 loser.
At 142 lbs., Bowling
Green's Dick Munz pulled one
of the biggest surprises of the
tournament as he came out of
nowwhere to place third in his
weight division.
Overall, the tournament
saw quite a few new faces in
the limelight as six runnerups
and two champions didn't
make it into the final round of
action.
Ohio's I,ee Stephenson, last
year's 123 pound runnerup and

Kent's Rick Piscopo, last
season's 145 pound champion,
were both eliminated in team
wrestle offs and did not even
participate in the tournament.
Western's Rich Bacon, last
year's 137 lb. champ, was
defeated in the first round by
OU's Joe Zychowicz.
There were some upsets
and six exciting overtime
matches, including the 167
pound class, which saw three
extra period contests. One was
the championship bout which
saw OU's Bruce Hosta defeat
Kent's Dave Herbert 3-2, in
what was probably the turning
point of the tournament.
The team result however,
was as expected, the favored
Ohio University Bobcats came
out the victor.

, Begala witnesses
I start of new era?
By Gary Davis
Sports Editor
ARMS HOISTED In victory by the referee, Falcon
142 pounder Dirk Mini/ has just pinned Toledo's
Phil Dominique. Mini/ never wrestled In a dual
meet this season but placed third in the MAC
Championships.

CONTEMPLATING HIS future Is BG HI pounder
Joe Green, before taking the mat. Green succeeded
in winning a title which eluded him the past two
years.

Sudden success
Success usually doesn't come very easily, but for sophomore
Dick Munz. it was instantaneous.
A 142-pounder from Bellefontaine, Ohio, Munz was Bowling
Green's wrestling team's biggest surprise as he placed third in
his weight division in the MAC Championships.
Munz, wrestling in his first varsity match, upset Ohio
University's second seeded Bill Saye 4-3 in the first round of
action.
"I went out there figuring I would probably get beat, said a
surprised Munz. "I was determined to just go out there and do
my best and hope that I could force Saye into making a few
mistakes."
Saye was last year's 145 lb. runnerup. He had just completed
the dual meet season with a 10-3 overall record and a 4-1 slate
against MAC competition including a 6-2 victory over BG's Dave
Weilnau.
Munz vaulted into the championships when George Kirkwood
Mid Weilnau each dropped down a weight class, and he won
three inter-team »resile-off s to fill that spot in the lineup.
The victory over Saye on Friday afternoon put Munz into the
semifinals that evening against Western Michigan's Tom
Rarity.
Unfortunately for the Falcons, it was too much in one day for
the young sophomore as he dropped an 8-2 decision to Keeley
who then went on to lose a 7-5 title bout to champ Dan Milkovich.
"He (Keeley) was good and I was just tired and weak from
the afternoon action," explained Munz.
Then came the consolation rounds the next afternoon, which
■ttMd Muni against last season's 137 lb. runnerup, Phil
Dominique of Toledo.
The match was rolling along with Dominique holding a 3-0
advantage. Both wrestlers were laying flat on the mat with
Dominique on top and Munz on the bottom. In a matter of
seconds. Dominique found the positions reversed.
The crowd stood in disbelief as the referee signaled that
Dominique was pinned at 5:32.
"I knew he (Dominique) was on his back and I was just
trying to get away by sitting into him," concluded Munz.
"It was a pleasant surprise," said a somewhat shocked coach
i Bollard *bout the young sophomore's achievements.

It was like Father Time watching a new era being ushered in.
The dean of Mid-American Conference wrestling coaches,
Kent's Joe Begala, was leading his charges toward their 16th
serious title challenge. This time it was against the young Ohio
University Bobcats, coached by an equally young Harry Houska
in his second season.
Two extremely different tenures as coach, and two styles of
involvement, but basically the same results.
It was a gray-haired Begala, clad in his almost traditional
fading brown banlon that would sit cross-armed and expressionless on his mat side chair. That is until a controversial
decision was thrown Ohio's way in the 167 pound class.
Houska didn't need an unfavorable call to start him moving.
The former Bobcat wrestler squirmed, leaned, and rocked on
his chair while directing and shouting encouragement to his
grappler in action.
And when it was all over, Houska was bubbling with the
excitement of winning a 65-64 championship. Second for the 15th
time in his 38 years, the "dean" (Begala) stood unmoved in a
corner of the gymnasium.
"The turning pointwas the on>» they stole away at 167," said
Begala about Dave Herbert's overtime loss to Ohio's Dave
Hosta. "My boy came up in command. . .but it's one of those
screwy things that can happen. Both judges stood up which is a
sign of disagreement with the referee. He was so confused, he
warned both kids."
This decision and an unexpected pin along the way pushed
Ohio to the one point win. By placing even second, Kent had
surpassed all predictions made in their direction.
"We were supposed to finish fourth," said Begala, "but we
don't worry about places. When we come, we come to bite
somebody. Everyone picks on us because we've gotten so many
honors over the years." In tournaments and against respected
competition, the Flashes have amassed an admirable record.
"Why, if they hang around 30-40 years, they'll never get as
many honors," said Begala.
"All we want to do is wrestle," he said. "When someone beats
a Kent boy, he has done something."
Kent placed wrestlers for points in all but one weight
category, 190. But as Begala predicted, the league did gang up
on the Flashes, only two wrestlers rising to the top. The pair was
the Milkovich brothers.
Just as they ganged up against Kent, the fans sided against
the success and fame of the Milkovich's but to no avail.
Toledo completed the "gang up" process as heavyweight
Greg Wojciechowski pinned Kent's Tom Walters, clinching the
championship for Ohio.
"We are going to give Wojo an OU blanket when he
graduates," said Houska.
"My boy went out and gambled," said Begala. "He missed
and when he missed, he went into a trap."

LUNGING FOR a grasp of WM's Steve Newman » hii on
his knees Is BG 177 pounder, BUI Nucklos. Newman has
the advantage here but Nucklos won the semi-final match.

Top natmen
MAC Champions
118-Rich Panella (OU)
126-Mike Milkovich (KSU)
134-Ron Junko- (TU)
14?-Dan Milkovich (KSU)
ISO-Denny Buford (WM)
IStt-Brucc Trammel (OU)
167-Bruce Hosta (OU)
177-Russ Johnson (OU)
190-Joe Green (BG)
Hvy.-Greg Wojciechowski
(TU)

LIFTING HIS 111 pound challenger, OU's Greg Voutyrat, to the title match Is Joe
Green, who was BG's only MAC Champion. Green's victory also delayed the
Bobcat's victory celebration until Ike following bout.

Nawapholo by Kirt Bobwdvi

Bill lost in the finals however to unbeaten 01 freshman
Kuss Johnson.

Bobcats lick wounds;
triumph the hard way
It's called winning the
championship the hard way.
Ohio University entered
the MAC finals as everybody's
pick, but coach Harry Houska
was worried. Their odds had
gone from favorite to wounded
challenger before the opening
round began on Friday afternoon.
"We came in minus two or
three kids and had others
down with the flu." he said,
"We knew we were at a
disadvantage."
Defending conference
champ l.ee Stevenson was
beaten in wrestle-off's earlier
in the week and another
favorite, Bob Tscholl, was out
with an injury.
I.osini: Tscholl hurt us,"
said Houska, "It was a top
seed."
Further complicating
matters for the Bobcats was
the flu that struck Bill Saye,
Ron Johnson and Bruce
Trammel. Each was either
the top threat or challenger in
his weight category.
Saye was cut down in the
opening round on an upset by
Falcon sophomore Dick Munz.
It was a bad sign for Ohio as
Kent rolled to an early lead
after the opening round and
remained there entering the
consolations and finals on
Saturday.
Another favorite, Bruce
Hosta, was a questionable
starter for the Bobcats, but
like Johnson and Trammel he
wrestled.
"I told the kids that we
had our backs to the wall
before coming into today's
round (Saturday)," said
Houska.
"We had to have four out
of the last five and a fall to

win," said Houska. The pin
came in the 158 pound match,
courtesy of Trammel. Then
the Cats got the needed wins
from Hosta and Johnson, both
freshmen.
"Hosta has been hurt and
wasn't supposed to wrestle,"
said Houska, "And we didn't
know if he would wrestle."

The frosh answered the
question and finished with an
overtime decision over Kent's
Dave Herbert.
In rallying for the
championship, Ohio relied on
a pair of freshmen, a
sophomore, and a junior for
their division winners. It's
called winning the championships the hard way.

EXCHANGING BEARHUGS are the heavyweight
finalists, Greg Wojciechowski (left) of Toledo and
Tom Walter of Kent. Wojo pinned Walter In :S3 to
give OU a one point team wia.

